For a given matrix pair (A, B), A square, necessary and sufficient conditions are established for the existence of a state feedback matrix F such that A + BF is in the same similarity class as a partially prescribed square matrix. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
'1. Notation and introduction
Let ff be an arbitrary field and [F[1] the polynomial ring with coefficients in F. Let IF""" and F [2. ]'xm denote the vector spaces over IF of II x m matrices with coefficients in [F and in F[,? ], respectively. We will denote with greek letters the elements of F[,I] and we will use the notation IX 1 /I for CI divides /3 and d(.) for the degree of.
Let us introduce the notation and basic concepts that we will use along the paper. As usual, two polynomial matrices A(I), B(2) E iF [2] """ are said to be equivalent if there are unimodular matrices U(n) E F[,I]"" and V(i) E F[,lrnXrn such that B(2) = U(2),4(1)V(1). Any polynomial matrix A(;,) is equivalent to a diagonal matrix Bag (LX,!. . . , CI,, 0,. . . ,O), where
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MI / 1 ctr are called the invariant factors of A (j.) and Y = rank (A(;*)). Two polynomial matrices are equivalent if and only if they have the same invariant factors (see [12] ).
Since two matrices A. B E [F""" are similar if and only if their characteristic matrices j,1,, -A and iJ,, -B are equivalent, the invariant factors form a complete system of invariants for the similarity of n-square matrices ( [12] ). We will denote by f6s{ccl.. . jr,} the similarity class of a matrix A E [F""" with cx] 1 ... / x,, as invariant factors, and we will drop the reference to the polynomials if there is no confusion.
In this paper we will need a generalization of the usual equivalence of polynomial matrices. In fact we must define an equivalence relation between matrices of different sizes, having the feature that two matrices are equivalent if and only if their invariant factors only differ in the number of polynomials equal to 1. This equivalence relation was studied in [2] and was called extended unimodulur equivalence. In order to introduce it we recall that two polynomial matrices P(J) E F[j_]""" and Q(i) E [F[i,]""' are said to be relatively right-prime if their only right common divisors are unimodular matrices. That is to say, if
P(i) = P,(3.)T(i) Q(7.) = Ql (?_)T(i.) + T(A)unimodular.
A similar definition applies to relatively left-prime polynomial matrices.
Definition 1 ([2]). Two polynomial matrices P(A) E F[j_]nxm, Q(jL) E ,[,I
"' are said to be extended unimodular equivalent if there exist polynomial matrices rt (j.) E F [,] ."" and Tz(i) E ff [,I""' such that where Q(i.), r,(n) are relatively left-prime and P(i), T?(i) are relatively rightprime.
In order to simplify the notation and since matrices ri (2) and Tz(,%) are not unimodular matrices, from now on we will say that two matrices are extended equivalent whenever they satisfy the above definition.
Let p be an integer and define .Y(J~) = {PO.) E lF[j_]'Zx": n -m = p}
We have the following lemma
Lemma 2 ([2]). The jbllorving properties hold. (u) For afixedp, the extended equivalence is an equivalence relation in Y(p). (b) P(2), Q(2) E 9%) are extended equivalent if and only [f the), have the same non-constant invariant jbctors.
Next, we introduce another equivalence relation that will be present in this manuscript:
the feedback equivalence or block similarity of matrix pairs. Two matrix pairs (A: B), (A', B') E F""" x F""", are said to be feedback equivalent if indices of (A,B) E IF""" x F""'" where r = rank (B), we will denote by cGF{zl, , CL,, k,, ~ k,,} its feedback equivalence class, and again we will omit the reference to the invariant factors and controllability indices if there is no confusion.
A matrix pair (A,B) E LF""" x F""" is said to be controllable if its controllability matrix S(A:B) = [B AB . . A"-'B] has full rank. An alternative characterization that we will use here is that (A, B) is controllable if and only if all its invariant factors are equal to 1 ( [3] or [4] ). Given a controllable pair (A, B) E [F""" x E"""' a theorem by Rosenbrock ([3] ) establishes the conditions for the existence of a matrix F E [F""" such that A + BF belongs to a prescribed similarity class. This result has been generalized by Zaballa [5] to the noncontrollable case. Schlegel [6] has extended Rosenbrock's theorem giving necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a state feedback matrix F E [F""" such that A + BF is similar to a block triangular matrix with a prescribed principal submatrix f. E F'"". s < n of the form
for some matrices X E (FC"-~')x("-"), Y E lF'""'P~", when (A,B) is controllable. In this paper we will generalize Schlegel's result in several directions that we will make explicit below.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we will present some preliminary results that will be used in later sections. In Section 3 we deal with the following problem.
Problem.
Given As a consequence we will extend Schlegel's result to noncontrollable systems and provide a solution to the existence of a feedback matrix F such that A + BF is similar to a matrix with a prescribed principal submatrix (over IF).
In Section 4 we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of F such that A + BF is similar to a matrix with either prescribed rows or columns. This case is not contained in the problems studied in the previous section. Finally in Section 5 we deal with problems that are a type of dual to those studied in the previous sections and that admit the same solutions. This is actually an extension of the fact that the conditions in Theorem 2.6 of [5] and Theorem 3.1 of [7] are the same.
Previous results
In this section we collect some known results that will be used later on. We start with the SB-Thompson interlacing conditions for invariant factors of both polynomial and square matrices over iF. Also we will prove a slight generalization of Sti-Thompson conditions for the invariants of the extended equivalence. We will need an analogous result in terms of the extended equivalence relation: If we put y, = 1 for i < 1, this is equivalent to In the sequel we will use the following generalization of Rosenbrock's theorem to the non-controllable case: And also the following result on completion of matrices. 
Lemma 6 ([5]). Let (A,B) E P"" x [F""" be a matrix pair with invariant
(k,, . . . . k,) + (d(k) I..., d(d,)),(3)
Lemma 7 ([4]). Let (A, B) E [Fi
Our main goal is to extend the following result given by Schlegel which can be considered as a generalization of Rosenbrock's result on the invariant factor assignment to a system under state feedback. Namely, Schlegel's result ( [6] ) characterizes when A + BF belongs to the similarity class of a block triangular matrix having L as a prescribed principal submatrix, in the case where (A, B) is controllable.
We will remove the restriction of controllability and L will be prescribed to be either a principal submatrix or a submatrix formed by some rows or columns of a bigger matrix. 
Lemma 8 (Schlegel, [6]). Let (A, B) E [F""" x IF""" be u controllable puir with rank(B) = r and controllability indices kl >, . " > k,. > 0. Let L E P"" be a matrix with invariant factors y1 I . . . / ys. Then, there exist matrices F E V""", x E If(n-s)x(n-.7), Y E [F""("M) such that

Main result
We start with the problem of the existence of a state feedback matrix F such that I.& -(A + BF) is in the same extended equivalence class as a polynomial matrix with a prescribed arbitrary submatrix. Notice that since rank (21n -(A + BF)) = n for any matrix F, we have to assume that the sum of the degrees of the invariant factors in the equivalence class must be n. The result is the following theorem. 
Theorem 9. Let (A,B) E 1F""" x IFnX" he a matrix pair with invariant jizctors aI I "' I G and controllability indices kl > . > k, > 0 = k,.+l = = k, where r = rank(B). Let PI (2) E E[#'.' be a polynomial matrix with invariant jbctors yI 1 . . j yt (vi := 0 if i > rank(P, (2)). Then, there exist a feedback matrix F E [F""" and ylynomial matrices X(j*) E F[2](p-t)xip-s). Y(2) E 5[#x(p-~s) and Z(2) E #P-' xS such that 2, -(A + BF) is extended equivalent to the p x p matrix
1
Proof. First we prove that the conditions are necessary. Suppose that there exist matrices F E IF""". X (2) 
: Y(2): Z( ')
1, such that AI,, -(A + BF) is extended equivalent to On the other hand, as {z,, . . , T,} contains the non-constant invariant factors of P(A), by Lemma 4 we have
If we define yi = 0 for i > t and 7; = 0 for i > n then (11) yields Now, from (8) and (12) we obtain (6) . To see that the majorization condition (7) is also necessary we define the following polynomials:
, n +j, j = 0,. . . ,r.
The interlacing conditions (12) imply that 4 I $7 i= l,..., n+j, j=O ,... ,Y.
Notice that VP = cl;, i = 1,. . . . n for by condition (6),
If we define 
From (13) and (9) we obtain condition (7). Let us show that the conditions are also sufficient. Suppose that conditions (6) and (7) are satisfied. We are going to define II manic polynomials that will be the invariant factors of A + BF for some feedback matrix F and will also contain among them the non-constant invariant factors of an extension of P, (i). These polynomials are z. = v" 
From (14) and (16) 
. ~ r, and w = n -C:'=, d[lcm(a,. ^r,+c,,_,~)].
Proof. Put
>I,,_, -x
Taking s = s, t = n and p = n in Theorem 9, we obtain conditions (17) and (18). Conversely, suppose that conditions (17) and (18) are satisfied. Theorem 9 guarantees that there exist matrices X(3.
) E F[~]'"~~"'"'"-"', Y(;l) E F[j+]'""'~." and F E 5""" such that ,%I,, -(A + BF) is extended equivalent to
[ /I[, -L Y(n) p(lL) = 0 1 X(A) Since 1 P(jb) /=/ i.
l, -L I I X(i) 1, we conclude that d(l X(2) 1) = n -s.
This means (see [lo] ) that X( 1) I may be linearized; in other words it is equivalent to a matrix with the form I%_, -X. Thus P(2) is equivalent to As a particular case, if (A, B) is controllable, the previous result reduces to Schlegel's theorem. 
Corollary 11. Under the same conditions as in Theorem 10 $(A, B) is controllable there exist matrices F E IF""", X E F(n-.')X("P"), y E [F""("-
"
.,k,) 4 ((n-s)+d(;',~),d(~,~-,),...,d(y,)). (19)
Proof. It is enough to show that conditions (17) and (18) reduce to condition •I
We consider next the case where L is prescribed to be a principal submatrix. The result is not just a consequence of Theorem 9. As we will see the proof of the sufficiency of the conditions is based on Lemma 5. A, B) is controllable, the result of Theorem 12 simplifies to the following result whose proof is very similar to that of Corollary 11 and we omit it. 
Theorem 12. Let (A,B) E [F""" x [F""" be a matrix pair with invariant factors ~(1 1 1 CY, and controllability indices kl > . 3 k,. > 0 where r = rank(B). Let L E IFS'" be a matrix with invariant factors yl 1 ' . ' 1 ys. Then, there exist matrices F E (FM=', X E [F("-")x("-S), Y E P"("P"), Z E lF("-S)xS, such that A + BF is sim-
E [F""", x E [F(n~")X(M), Y E [FsX("-S), Z E lF("-")"" such that A + BF is similar to
Completion of a matrix with prescribed rows or columns
Next we will assume that the prescribed submatrix L is formed by some rows or columns of the whole matrix. This case is quite different from the previous one, because the polynomial matrix formulation does not play as big of a role in the solution of the problem. Rather, the solution is based on Lemma 7. Proof. First we prove that the conditions are necessary. Suppose that there exist matrices 
Theorem 14. Let (A,B) E [F""" x P""' be a matrix pair with invariant jtictors al 1 . . 1 x, and controllability indices kl 3 > k, > 0 where r = rank(B). Let (L,M) E [Fsxs x IF"X(n-") be a pair with invariant factors y, ( . . . 1 ys and controllability indices 11 3 . . . > I,_,, > 0. Then, there exist matrices F E V'"", X E [F("P")xs, Y E [F("P")"("-") such that
From (32) and (33) condition (28) follows. We prove now that the conditions are sufficient. Suppose that (26)-(28) are satisfied. Observe that v:+~ = lcm(gi, Y,_~,,_,~)) = ty-' for i = 1~ . . , n. From conditions (26), (27) and following step by step the proof of Theorem 9 we can define n manic polynomials zl, . , z,, C:=, d(z;) = n such that 
From (37) and taking into account (28) we obtain
Now, from (35) and (38) and Lemma 7 we conclude that there exist matrices x E [F'"-"'"", and y E [F+"'"'"-"', such that 
(11 + 1:. .> I,-,s + 1) 4 
Proof. As the invariant factors of both pairs (A, B) and (L, M) are all equal to 1, conditions (26)- (28) become redundant. If ZI ) . . . 1 z, are n manic polynomials whose degrees sum n, from Lemmas 6 and 7 it is easy to see that the theorem is fulfilled if and only if conditions (42) and (43) are satisfied. 0
Some equivalent problems
In [7] the following result was presented:
Theorem 18 (Theorem 3.1 [12] The conditions of this theorem and those of Lemma 6 are so similar that one can easily suspect that both problems are equivalent. The aim of this section is to show that this is actually the case. We will introduce a more general setting and deduce from it the equivalence just mentioned and the solution to some completion problems related to those studied in the previous sections. Let us see first that the equivalence is true. 
= [T(A + BRT)T-' TBS].
If we take F = RT then 2 = T(A + BF)T-' and A + BF E 'ts.
??
Based on this idea we will prove the following theorem. With this result we can solve problems that are a type of dual to those studied in the previous sections.
Corollary 21. Let VF{aI,.
. , cc,,k, . ( k,,, > be a feedback equivalence class. Let P(i) E , [2] "' be upolynomial matrix with invariantfactors y1 1 . . . 1 yt (ri := 0 ij i > rank(P(2))).
Th ere exist matrices A E Pn, B E PXm, X(2) E [F[%]@-')x(pP"), Y(n) E lF[2]'xb-S), Z(jb) E lF[++~ such that AI,, -A is extended equivalent to
and (A, B) E %~{cx,, . . , z,,, kl, . . . , k,,} ifand only ifconditions (6) and (7) hold.
Proof. Let .F be the family of sets of n manic polynomials {zi, . , s,} satisfying the following conditions:
1. rl I . / T,?, 2. C:=i d(ti) = ?Z, 3. If n > p then tl = . . . = z,,_ = 1 and r,-P+l, . . . ,5, are invariant factors of a p x p completion of P(%). If n <p then 1, k!), 1, zi, . . . , T', are invariant factors of a p x p completion of P(3,). Let 6' be the collection of similarity classes of n square constant matrices whose invariant factors are elements of .Y. From the previous Theorem 20 there exist matrices A and B such that %A E c" and (A, B) E Wr if and only if given (A, B) E gr there exist a matrix F such that VAtBF E 6. From Theorem 9 this is equivalent to conditions (6) and (7) being satisfied. 0
Next we state some corollaries whose proofs we omit because they are similar to the last one. , c1,, k,, . . . , k,,,) and (A, B) E 9PF{~, , . . , a,,, k 
E [F"X", B E [F"'m, X E [F("-"I'("-"), Y E ~'X("-")I Z E [F("P")"" such that A is similar to
